
Balustrades



As major architectural features, balustrades 
provide an unrivalled opportunity for expression, 
ranging in concept from dramatic works of art 
giving an impression of lavish grandeur to just 
simple, elegant and uncluttered design.

We work closely with our customers: architects, 
designers, property owners and developers to 
create unique designs for specific applications 
and budgets.

Our customers demand the finest craftsmanship 
executed within the best-equipped workshops 
in the UK, but our mission is to exceed their 
expectations in everything we do through our 
knowledge and passion.

The following examples are simply a small 
selection of balustrades we have produced. If you 
do not see an example that reflects the style you 
have in mind then just give us a call or visit our 
website www.toppandco.com

Balustrades



Commissioned to make a 30 metre balustrade topped 
by a leather-bound handrail, Topp & Co. created this 
stylish example of modern architectural ironwork. The 
simple, repetitive balusters are carefully proportioned 
to match the shape made by the ascent of the steps, 
and take advantage of cold-rolled steel’s sharp edges 
and close tolerances to emphasize accuracy and 
regularity. The soft, rounded profile of the leather-
bound handrail contrasts sharply and is further set off 
by its polished stainless collars and finials.

Leather Handrail? 
No Problem



Classic,
Traditional,
Exquisite

Combining as it does forged steel 
elements, cast iron elements and 
walnut, Topp & Co. created this 
study in exuberance of form 
bounded by restrained taste.



Contemporary, 
Capped in Bronze

We can supply bronze handrails 
in a variety of stock sections or 
manufacture your bespoke sections 
to order. Bronze ads an elegant 
touch both to contemporary 
designs, as in this example, and to 
traditional designs.



Contemporary, 
But Traditional

A restrained, formal 
contemporary style, 
designed by the project 
architect, that touches the 
boundaries of  traditional 
work, fitting perfectly with the 
architectural space to exude 
an air of pure quality.



A Revolution of 
Spiralling Scrolls

This challenging and opulent set of 
balustrades and handrails illustrates 
perfectly our comprehensive skillset in 
designing, manufacturing and installing 
the very finest of work in iron

This challenging and opulent set of 
balustrades and handrails illustrates 
perfectly our comprehensive skillset in 
designing, manufacturing and installing 
the very finest of metalwork.



A Marriage of 
Oak and Brass

This unconventional project uses 
forged and patinated brass in the 
place of iron, capped in carved oak, 
for a tour de force in classic design.



Atmosphere & 
Elegance

The position of lighting casts 
dramatic shadows of sinuous 
scrollwork onto the stair 
treads.



Pure 18th 
Century Style

Our comprehensive stylistic 
knowledge of historical design 
periods, and our skill in working 
with traditional materials, gives 
us the power to recreate the 
past with presence.



At Topp & Co. we design, manufacture & install bespoke metal 

balustrades in a range of materials, including genuine wrought 

iron, cast iron, stainless steel, mild steel, brass and bronze. 

Retaining some of the most traditional skills and techniques, 

we continue to develop and apply them to both traditional and 

contemporary environments.
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